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Rapid relief: the key feature in analgesics
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Dermatologicals sees revival of growth
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Antacids the best performer
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2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Increasing prevalence of dry eye
Standard eye care gaining space on retailers’ shelves
Laboratorios Alcon and Allergan retain leadership

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Optimistic outlook for eye care
Prices will increase in relevance
Differentiation will be crucial
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NRT Smoking Cessation Aids in Colombia
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2023 DEVELOPMENTS
NRT facing competition from e-vapour products
Innovation is non-existent in NRT
Only one brand in the market
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2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Innovation remains limited
Activities out of the home benefit demand
Tecnoquímicas sustains leadership
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Dietary supplements faring well
Growing popularity of probiotics
Collagen remains popular
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Tonics continues to decline
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2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Vitamin sales decelerate
Omnichannel purchases
Some persistence of habit benefits vitamin C

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Vitamins beyond pharmacies
Communication is key
Private label not expected to bloom
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Exercise and special diets preferred by consumers
New entrants in supplement nutrition drinks
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Natural cough/cold remedies remain popular
No-dependency sleep aids the preferred choice
Lack of outstanding innovations
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Despite some supply issues, paediatric analgesics remains strong
Herbal/traditional remedies considered trustworthy for children
Paediatric vitamins and dietary supplements fall
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Generics have opportunities in paediatric health
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Private label to gain share in nappy rash treatments
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